The Whisky Rebellion Tasting Themes
2017 Information and Costing

Whisky / Gin / Tequila (Rum & Brandy coming soon)

The images you see below are the tasting mats - these will be placed on the table in front of each person with the spirits placed on top of it. They are colourful and fun and lend to the theme chosen. You can see examples of table setups from previous tastings here: http://whiskyrebels.com/gallery/tasting-gallery/

The presentation is in the ballpark of an hour long and we keep it conversational and fun while still being informative and educational. We only use top quality spirits that we are passionate about ourselves, and these are more often than not boutique expressions.

The prices below include everything: The rental of printed artistic tasting mats, crystal glassware, a taste pairing, other tasting paraphernalia like pipettes and so on, our presentation and time, travel (within Johannesburg), setup, strike, and of course the whiskies themselves. We come to your venue of choice with everything, all that we require is the table space on which to place the mats and glasses etc.

** A 10% discount applies to groups larger than 20 in size.

Themes - WHISKY:

"Windows To The World" - R460/head (R414 for >20pax)
6 whiskies. A look at 6 different countries and the whiskies they each make.
"Murica" - R375/head. (R337 for >20pax)
4 whiskies. Exquisite American whiskies and bourbons.

"Whisky By Design" - R395/head (R355 for >20pax)
4 whiskies. Based on the elements of the creative side of the whisky industry.
“Sexy Singles” - R350/head. (R315 for >20pax)

4 whiskies. An introduction to a variation of Scottish single malt styles.

“Fight Night” - R485/head. (R436 for >20pax)

6 whiskies. Pairs up 3 sets of Scottish vs Irish whiskies grouped by style.
Themes - GIN:

"Let the fun be-GIN" - R350/head. (R315 for >20pax)
A gin and tonic tasting. Showcasing interesting Gins from different countries. Using botanicals, condiments and craft tonic we develop these into Gin and Tonics.
**Themes - TEQUILA:**

"Caer de Rodillas" - R420/head. (R378 for >20pax)

4 exquisite Tequilas that will show you a different side to this unique spirit, and surprise you with their soft and complex flavours. We speak about Mexican and Aztec influence and drink them in the traditional way with Sangrita on the side.

*There are always other themes being created so check in often.

**Rum Themes coming soon!**

*Perhaps you have a very large group or want to post us at a station for your guests to engage with as they please, then please enquire about our reception service.